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ABSTRACT

The Quinby sources are alumina cylinders 7 inches in diameter and 8 inches hi^h doped
with weapons grade plutonium. We describe a computer tomography system for re-
constructing three-dimensional images of these sources. Each reconstruction maps the
spatial distribution of the internalZ4 [ Am 7-ray activity and is computed using an iterative,
expectation-maximization algorithm with detection efficiencies based both on a geomet-
ric model of the experimental set-up and attenuation corrections. Constructsc about a
decade ago, the Quinby sources were to contain uniformly distributed material. However,
for some of the sources we have found regions where the plutonium solution tends to be
concentrated. The ultimate goal of this work is to provide the basis for self-shielding
corrections when analyzing differential die-away neutron measurements.

INTRODUCTION

The Quinby sources are alumina cylinders 7 inches in diameter and 8 inches high doped

with weapons grade plutonium. Constructed for calibration purposes about a decade ago,

they come in several different strengths. We describe the design and development of a

computer tomography system for reconstructing three-dimensional images tha: map the

spatial distribution of the radioactive material of these sources. The ultimate goal of this

work is to provide the basis for self-shielding corrections when analyzing differential

dieaway neutron measurements using the APNea as discussed in a separate paper [1].
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In the following, we first describe the experimental set-up including ths nature of

the Quinby sources, the system design, and the data acquisition. Then we describe

the algorithm used for the image reconstruction with emphasis on the conrutational

mode! which incorporates detection efficiencies based both on the system geometry

and attenuation corrections. Finally we present results from experimental work using

synthetic data, point sources, and, of course, the Quinby sources themselves.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The plutonium used in the Quinby sources started with the isotopics (in percent by weight):
238Pu(0.015), 239Pu(92.8), 24OPu(6.7). ;4lPu(0.27), 242Pu(0,07), and 241Am(0.09). Nearly

one halflife of 241Pu has passed since the sources were made, and the 24IAm has more

than doubled — it is the 54.5 keV 7-ray from241 Am that is sufficiently abundant to allow

the source imaging to be done. On the other hand, its low energy means that the alumina

matrix and the aluminum container contribute significantly to absorbing the 7-ray. The

absorption effects were determined by moving two sources behind first an empiy Quinby

can and then behind a regular Quinby can with its alumina matrix; the two sources were
m B a (23.5, 80, and 155 keV) and '°7C$ (662 keV). This allowed for a very accurate

determination of the attenuation in the can wall and within the alumina marrix of the
241 Am -7-rays since their energy is bracketed by the two lowest energy l3:!Ba 7-rays.

The 7-ray detector was a standard 3x3 inch Nal detector enclosed in a 0.5 inch

thick lead box to reduce background associated with the building. The inside of the

box was lined with cadmium and copper sheets to provide a graded absorber :or lead x-

rays. The electronics started with a standard pulse shaping amplifier with 0.5/.. s shaping

times. Although the amplifier was set for unipolar output, the fast decay time of the

photomultiplier led to a bipolar output. This output was analyzed by an Ortec AD/811

CAMAC ADC with the trigger pro\ided by a constant fraction descriminaxr set just

above the noise, at about 15 keV, well below the 241Am energy of 54.5 keV. Background

count rates were about 15 c/s. Maximum count rates with the hottest Quinby source

were about 500 c/s. Three sets of Quinby sources were scanned: a set of thrse sources

containing about 0.1 g of plutonium, each; a second set of twelve containing :bout 1 g,
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Quinby source

Detector unit Collimator

Figure 1. Topview of detector unit, coliimator, and Quinby source (not
drawn to scaie). The conic ikld-of-view extends into the third dimension as
well.

each; and a final (hottest) source containing 2.9 g.

With reference to Figure 1, the experimental set-up features a turntable that allows a

Quinby source to be rotated 360 degrees about a vertical axis as well as translated in the

horizontal and vertical directions. The vertical movement capability exceed? t.:ie height

of the Quinby sources, but the horizontal movement is restricted to 5 inches. Since this

is less than the 7 inch diameter of the sources, we chose to scan the sources horizontally

from just outside the source can to somewhat more than 1 inch beyond its center. The

front of the crystal views a Quinby source through a 0.5 inch diameter hole srd through

two separate lead colHmators with apertures depicted in the figure. The collimator

arrangement gives the detector a conic field-of-view. With a front collimator 0,25 inch in

diameter, a cone is described with an opening angle of 3.2 degrees resulting in -A viewing

diameter of 0.46, 0.85, and 1.25 inches at the front, middle, and back, respectively, of a

Quinby source.

In order to achieve a detailed image of the sources, an extensive data set was generated

consisting of 26 horizontal steps, 49 vertical steps, and 24 azimu.th.al steps, &• a total of
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30,576 views. A 512 channel 7-ray spectrum was recorded for each view. Horizontal

and vertical step sizes were 0.2 inches and the azimuthal steps were 15 degrees, For

these measurements, the accumulated positioning time of the mechanical device was

approximately 8 hours. Each 1 second of accumulation time amounts to abouc 8 hours

of total time. Hence, the standard accumulating time per view of 7 seconds led ;o a total

data acquisition time of just under 3 days. A few of the weaker sources were studied for

over a week. The electronics were sufficiently stable that no significant drifts or changes

were noticed during the data acquisition. The final data to be imaged were cbrained by

determining the background level on either side of the 54.5 keV peak and subtracting

an appropriate background from the summed area under the peak. Fluctuations in the

background were not a problem, even for the weaker sources.

As a step toward validating the imaging system, a point source mockup was generated.

On the outside of a clean Quinby can, 4 inches up from the bottom, a IJ3Ba source was

attached. At the same height but 90 degrees away, a I37Cs source was mounts a. A one

inch diameter hole was bored vertically through the center of the Quinby matrix, and in

the center of this hole but at 3.5 inches up, a second l33Ba source was mounted. Finally,

also in the center but 4.5 inches up, a second l37Cs source was mounted. A normal data

scan was then initiated which scanned in 0.2 inch steps from 0.6 inches below to 0.6

inches above the 4 inch height. Because 4 different 7-rays were involved, each with a

different attenuation response, four separate images can be studied, three for -3Ba and

one for 137Cs, Background subtraction becomes an issue due to the relative weakness of

the point sources.

IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION

Expectation-maximization (EM) is an iterative method for statistical parameter estima-

tion. The EM algorithm is generally applicable when data roust be sampled in r.-rie space,

but maximum-likelihood (ML) estimates are required for parameters in a different space

[2]. This is the case for the Quinby sources. We now describe details of the EM-ML

algorithm that we have used to solve the image reconstruction problem at hanc
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EM-ML Algorithm Basics

Let n' denote the Dxl dimensional vector whose element n* is the observed number

of emissions recorded at detector position d< and let A be the Bxl dimensional image

vector whose element Xb is the unknown (nonnegative) number of emissions from voxel

b. Furthermore, define E as the BxD efficiency matrix whose element ^ csnotes the

likelihood that a photon emitted from voxel b is detected by the detector when zi position

d. For ideal data, the image reconstruction problem can then be described by

ETA = n*

where T denotes the matrix transpose operation. This linear system of equations, however,

may not have a solution for real data which tends to be noisy. While a constrained least-

squares solution may suffice, the following EM—ML algorithm [3,4], which determines

the maximizer of the Poisson likelihood Pin" \ A), may be more suitable since the photon

emissions can be modeled as independent Poisson processes.

Given n" and E, choose initial estimate A0 and iterate through the sequence A1, A 2 , . . .

using the multiplicative update rule

where v}* = T,k tfXw- It is easily shown that if A0 is chosen to be a uniform, strictly

positive distribution, then A" is nonnegative and Erf^d* = T,,in*d f° r an>' <:- These

properties facilitate quantitative studies.

Each step of the iteration consists of a forward-backward computation. The current

image estimate \ k is forward-projected into v"k via matrix E. Then u"k is compared

with n* and the element-by-element ratios are back-projected via matrix E and used to

form multipliers which are applied to Xk to obtain Xk+l, Generally speaking, the first

few iterations settle the 'low frequency' components of the image whereas later iterations

fine-tune the 'high frequency' components.
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Measured in terms of the Kullback distance [5], convergence is achieved when

O(n'.u'k) - D{n'r,i'"i+l) ->• 0. For ideal data, not only is monotomc convergence

guaranteed but D(n\ v"k) is o{k'1) meaning that D(n\ v±k) -*• 0 faster than k -» oo.

For real data, we are only guaranteed that D(n*, v"k) ->• L where L > 0. A solution that

yields L = 0 also solves the previously mentioned linear system of equations.

Finally, we note that the iteration scheme solves the image reconstruction problem

even for the case of non-Poisson data [6j and that the EM-ML algorithm has be?n applied

to solve problems quite similar to ours [7,8].

Computing Matrix £

The detection efficiencies represented by matrix E are based both on a geometric model

of the experimental set-up and attenuation corrections. Specifically, we compute

abd

where u>y denotes the relative volume of voxel 6 that can be seen by the detector from

position d, rbd is the Euclidean distance a photon emitted from b will travel before

detection at d, and a^ denotes the attenuation correction associated therewith.

The detector's conic field-of-view complicates matters substantially with respect to

computing u'y and we therefore take a numeric rather than analytic approach; each voxel

is divided into a number of subvoxels and WM is taken to be the relative number thereof

that lie inside the cone. Regarding r^ , we compute it as the average of the square distance

between the center of an included subvoxel and the center of the detector unit, .Since each

Quinby source contains nothing but the plutonium solution mixed in with iht alumina,

the attenuation correction is computed as

abd = cxp{-(9bdac + SbliaA)}

where 8M denotes the effective thickness of the can-wail which varies with the penetration

angle of an emitted photon, &M is the distance a photon travels through the alumina before
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exiting through the can-wall, and a c and a,4 are the associated coefficients. The tiny

amount of plutonium has a negligible effect on attenuation and is ignored.

As may be apparent, matrix E is essential to the correct use of the EM-ML algorithm

smce it includes all the application-specific knowledge. Furthermore, matrix 2 is rather

complicated to compute and it contains a vast number of elements which prohibits a

simple brute-force implementation. Obviously, we can (and do) exploit its sr-arseness

and store only the nonzero elements, but that alone is not sufficient. Consequently, we

impose the constraint that the center of a voxel plane is always vertically aligned with

the detector unit as it implies that explicit detection efficiencies need to be modeled for

a single vertical detector position only. Finally, by making the number of view-angles

divisible by four, geometrical symmetries lead to additional (proportional) comcutational

savings. The reconstructed images are not affected by any of this.

Implementation Aspects

The EM-ML algorithm has been implemented in C on a Sun workstation. The entire

scanner/image model is completely parameterized and everything is computed ai runtime.

The numerous parameters control the spatial resolution as well as the numerical accuracy

of the computation. The default image dimension is 49 x 38 x 38 voxels each cf which is

0.2x0.2 x0.2 inches. Note that this produces an underdetermined system in that we have

30,576 measurements but aim to determine the emission activities for 70,756 voxels.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Synthetic Data

The first set of results we describe uses four synthetic data sets (SDS), With reference to

Figure 2r the first is a disk with uniform activity (SDS 1), the second and third model disks

with high center activity and low peripheral activity (SDS 2) and vice-versa (SDS 3), and

the fourth is a disk with a linear increase in activity across the diameter (SDS 4). All four

data sets have three active layers (as described) centered in a seven layer hup cylinder.

We simulate ideal scan data by forward-projecting each data set via matrix E.
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SDS 1
QRG : 6.48e+02

SDS 2 SDS 3 SDS 4
ORG : 1.1 Se+Ol ORG : 3.27e+02 ORG ; 4,21 s+02

050:9.09e+02 050: l.S4e+0l 050:4.57e+02 050:5.85^02

l00:8.70e+02 100:1.81e+01 I00:4.36e+02 100:5.5Se+02

500:7.29e+02 S00:1.64e+01 500:3.66e+02 500:4.7Ie+02

} 000 : 6.88e+02 1000 : 1.63e-f01 1000 : 3.46e+O2 1000 :4.453+02

Figure 2. Synthetic data set reconstructions. Each column shows rhe
images obtained for the center plane.
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There are several things to be learned from this exercise. Figure 2 shows we image

reconstructions obtained after 50,100,500, and 1000 iterations of the EM-ML j.,gorithm.

First, the reconstructions for SDS 1 and SDS 4 show evidence respectively c: ring and

crescent-shaped structures during the early phase of the computation. These artifacts

tend to disappear as the iteration progresses. With respect to SDS 2, we cleariy see the

center emerge as such but also note the presence of a circular shadow. SDS 3 seems

artifact free. Finally, the per-plane activity levels (the numbers given to the nzht above

each image) indicate that the center planes are assigned too much activity and that not

even 1000 iteration are enough to restore the proper balance between the planes. Since

observed here for ideal data, these radial and vertical artifacts should be expected to

appear in the Quinby source reconstructions.

In order to study the effect of having somewhat limited horizontal scan capability, the

experiment has also been carried out while simulating having full horizontal movement.

We have not found this to improve the results in any significant way. Although more

investigative work is required, we speculate that the cause of the artifacts descnbed above

are related to the conic shape of the detector unit's fkld-of-view.

Region-of-interest statistics computed for SDS 1 reveal that the mean is at 0.92 after

a 50 iterations, grows to 0.97 after 500 iterations, and reaches 0.99 after 1000 uerations.

The corresponding standard deviations are 0.34, 0.13, and 0.08, the maximum values

are 1.56, 1.29, and 1.25, and the minimum values are 0.33, 0.51, and 0.57. Thus, if the

region-of-interest can be determined, then especially the mean activity can be computed

fairly accurately.

Point Sources

The next set of results is based on the point source measurements. Although rr.e sources

were weak, resulting In the scans being noisy, the images all show one or two -dark voxels

in the center and a single dark voxel on the periphery of the can. The position of these

voxels coincide nicely with the position of the point sources. Table 1 lists relevant results

for the point sources as a function of iteration index k. The maximum values cake up to

500 iterations to settle whereas the average values computed for a 3 x3 x3 neighborhood
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Table 1
POINT SOURCE STATISTICS

Type

133Ba
23.5 keV

n 3 Ba
SO keV

• l 3 3 B a

155keV

I 3 7Cs
662 keV

Iteration

50
100
500

1000
1500

50

100
500

1000
1500

50
100
500

1000
1500

50
100
500

1000
1500

I Center
Max

1.329
1.974
2.784
2.870
2.887

0.993
1.424
1.712
1.724
1.725

0.585
0.846
1.073
1.070
1.069

1.597
1.990
2.286
2.319
2.326

Avrg

0.242
0.248
0.243
0.241
0.241

0.129
0.131
0.132
0,131
0.131

0.065
0.064
0.065
0.066
0.066

0.223
0.226
0.229
0.230
0.230

Periphery
Max

6.212
6.935
7.270
7.280
7.281

1.041
1.20S
1.354
1.379
1.385

2.491
2.688
2.728
2.729
2.729

1.962
2.234
2.538
2.570
2.579

Avrg

0.319
0.319
0.32 J
0.321
0.321

0.097
0.097
0.097
0.097
0.097

0.100
0.101
0.101
0.101
0.101

0.187
0.184
0.181
0.180
0.180

) Ratios

1 Max
0.214
0.285
0.383
0.394
0.397

0.954

1.179
1.265
1.250
1.245

0.235
0,315
0.393
0.392
0.392

0.814
0.890
0.90J
0.902
0-902

A\T7

0.75S
0.7":?
0.755
0.750
0.74v

1.334
1.352
1.255
1.355
1.355

0.645
0.637
0.647
0.651
0,652

l.'SS
1.225
1.270
1.273
1.273

remain quite constant through-out the computation. Thus, while the shape of a point

source image takes some time to settle, the strength of the image converges very quickly.

The ratios of the center-to-periphery activities were expected to have been the same

for the three m B a images. The results for the 23.5 keV and 155 keV images ere close to

each other but far from that of the 80 keV image. We speculate that the sources simply

were too weak to get sufficient count statistics. Regarding the 137Cs image, the expected

ratio is close to 1.0 and we see that the ratio of the average activities comes quite close.

In fact, it may even be correct although it probably is on the high side.
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Quinby Sources

The final set of results involve the Quinby sources themselves. Figures 3-8 shew image

reconstructions obtained after 1000 iterations of the EM-ML algorithm w,:: the 1%

hottest voxels mapped to the same grey level. This number is listed to the righ:;ust below

the Quinby source identifier; the overall maximum value is given to the left thereof. The

two numbers seen above each image give the position (relative distance from :he top of

the can) and the integrated activity of the plane. The position of the planes shown are

indicated by plus signs in the vertical profile illustrated at the bottom; T and B denote

top-of-source and bottom-of-source, respectively, and the number listed is the maximum

integrated activity of any plane.

Recall that the Quinby sources were supposed to contain uniformly distributed ma-

terial. To a great extent that is true. However, there are also clear indications of regions

with higher than average concentrations of the plutonium solution. For example, q3476

and q3509 show crescent-shaped hot structures toward the top of the cans, q3i03 has a

well-defined inner circle at about the same location, the top of q3504 looks r.ore like a

truncated cone than a cylinder, q3513 features a horseshoe-shaped structure, and q3514,

which is the hottest of them all, has a layer of very hot voxels toward the bouom. The

other Quinby sources are similar to q3476 and q3509. With respect to the vertical activity,

we observe that a more or less ragged profile resuits for all the sources.

Clearly, some of these phenomena can be explained by the reconstruction artifacts

observed for the synthetic data. The hot rings with cold centers probably correspond to

regions of rather uniform activity. The same might be true for the crescent and horseshoe-

shaped structures. We also speculate that the vertical profiles should have fewer peaks

and valleys, i.e., be more smooth. But it is premature to draw too definite of conclusions

without further experimentation with known sources.

When normalizing the total integrated activity computed for each Quinby source with

respect to the scan time, we find that the average, relative strengths are LOO : 1C.79 : 29.59

which corresponds quite well with the 0.1. 1.0, and 2.9 grams of plutonium.
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2.07e+05 3.20e+04
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Matrix men
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Figure 3. Reconstruction of Quinby source q3476.
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Figure 4. Reconstruction of Quinby source q3503.
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AftMD&UTK/CS q3504
3.05e+05 9.00e+04
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SO : 1.93e+07 T : 2.14e-07 : B

Figure 5. Reconstruction of Quinby source q3504.
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Figure 6, Reconstruction of Quinby source q35O9.
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Figure 7. Reconstruction of Quinby source q3513.
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Figure 8. Reconstruction of Quinby source q3514.
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CONCLUSION

We have described a computer tomography system for reconstructing three-d;m:nsional

images of the Qutnby sources. The software includes a geometric model of :hs exper-

imental set-up, attenuation correction, and numerous parameters that control ihs spatial

resolution as well as the numerical accuracy of the computation. The image reconstruc-

tions are computed using an iterative technique for maximizing the Poisson likelihood

of the externally recorded 7-ray activity and the unknown internal spatial distribution of

piutonium. The experimental work indicates that most Quinby sources are close to being

uniform but some have regions where the plutonium solution tends to be concentrated.

On-going research is focused on eliminating radial and vertical artifacts observed for

both synthetic data and the Quinby sources themselves.
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